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IntErvIEw:  
EmrE ramazanoglu

Emre Ramazanoglu is known as 
one of the most versatile modern 
drummers these days. Besides his 
technical and perfect drumming 
he is also working as a producer, 
audio engineer, programmer, and 
composer. The long list of artist he 
was working with includes Michael 
Jackson, Duffy, The Prodigy and 
Shakira.

When did your enthusiasm for the drums 

arise first time? How did it start all over?

I first sat down with a snare drum and a 

pair of sticks when I was thirteen. I have 

a kind of mild co-ordination disorder and 

my Mum thought drumming might help.  

I had a great and passionate teacher called 

Georgina Fairchild and she kicked off my 

journey into drumming. I was just practicing 

paradiddles and doublestrokes mainly on a 

practice pad but I loved it! 

I got my first kit when I was 15 I think and 

then that became all I was interested in.  

I was always obsessed by the sound of the 

drums, I spent days and days trying to un-

derstand tuning, damping and the interplay 

between the different instruments of the 

drum kit, it fascinated me. 

I remember, I must have been about 16, 

trying to get that gated reverb sound with 

my snare (before I know ANYTHING about 

studio techniques). I worked for hours trying 

the few skins I had and playing with sna-

re tensions and different combinations of 

treatments. I ended up with a boingy, buzzy 

beachball of a sound, but I loved it! 

At this time I was getting some lessons 

from a great drummer in Portsmouth called 

Bernie Fox, he definitely gave me a great 

grounding in the discipline needed to im-

prove and I still understand some lessons 

he taught me better and better even today! 

He was a very good technical player, but 

even more importantly for me, he made a 

GREAT sound from the kit! 

We bonded further as I was totally obsessed 

with John Bonham at this time too, he was 

100% my inspiration musically. I spent all 

my time trying to learn his licks and under-

stand his approach. A lot of my friends were 

really into Miles Davis, Weather Report and 

John Coltrane at this time (16-18 years old) 

and that definitely had an effect on my play-

ing, not so much then, but a few years later 

when I totally fell in love with Jazz and then 

really started working on my technique. 

I was listening a lot to Max Roach, Philly 

Jo, Roy Haynes, Tony Williams, Alphonse 

Mouzon, Idris Muhammad, Billy Cobham, 

Lenny White, Steve Gadd from an early age 

though. 

I couldn‘t make any real noise in my parents 

house, so for many years I mainly practiced 

on pillows and occasionally on the kit when 

the neighbours were out. As a result of this 

maybe, aside from Bonham, I‘ve not re-

ally ever leant lots and lots of other players 

licks, rather my focus has been practicing 

technique and trying to play what I hear 

when I‘m in a musical situation!

When did you start working as a composer 

and producer?

I was very lucky to come to London and be 

able to sleep on my Aunt Susan‘s couch 

(thankyou!!!!), I had one friend of a friend 

living nearby in north London and he hap-

pened to be living with the drummer from 

the Sneaker Pimps (a really tasty player 

called Dave Westlake). Dave recommen-

ded me for a couple of gigs one of which 

being producer Jim Abbiss‘s own band.  

I drummed and programmed with him for 

a couple of years and learnt ProTools and 

Logic in depth. I took to the studio world 
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and spent a LOT of time learning how to 

edit, program and then engineer and mix. 

I‘ve been SUPER lucky that through my con-

tact with very talented people I‘ve been able 

to grow and learn from some of the best! 

I found working ProTools to be a little like 

drumming technique-wise and that fluency 

with the system has really helped with com-

position and production. 

I started to get a really wide range of jobs 

and some of then were needing bespoke 

music, or additional parts. I had been pro-

gramming tracks on my Atari for fun since 

I was 18 and I just kind of carried this over 

to blend with my engineering and produc-

tion work! I‘m now producing and writing 

for a project called Russo that we‘ve been 

working on for a long time now and has 

just been signed to Polydor. It‘s been a long 

journey, LOTS of work but really fun. I feel 

I‘m just starting now in many ways!

It’s a long list of stars you’ve been working 

with. Do you remember any extraordinary 

experience with one of these artists?

I remember seeing Tricky doing a standing 

backflip in the control room - that was pret-

ty unexpected ;)

What do you use more, acoustic or 

electronic drums?

I guess now its about 50/50. I‘m about to 

go on tour with Russo playing the Yamaha 

DTX950k exclusively and I‘ve just finished 

an album with Jon Kelly for a French ar-

tist called Nolwenn Leroy - that was 100% 

played with E-Drums and has been no.1 

in France for 9 weeks I think. It seemed to 

work really well and it was fantastic to be 

able to setup in the control rooms with the 

guitarist and keyboard player and cut the 

whole album live! I still love playing acou-

stic kits however and each one has its place!

At the Frankfurt Trade Fair you performed 

the Yamaha DTX540k. What was it like 

being at the Fair?

Well! MusicMesse is really an incredible 

event. It was definitely the most nerve-wra-

cking playing I‘ve EVER had to do. There‘s 

really nothing like playing a few feet away 

from a group of industry people plugged 

into your every move with headphones!!!  

I really really enjoyed it however. The whole 

experience was made easier by the fact that 

the DTX540k was actually very playable 

and responsive and sounded great in the 

hall! I can‘t imagine being able to make it 

through a demonstration if you didn‘t belie-

ve in the product!  

Are you going to use Yamaha E-Drums in 

the future?

I genuinely think they are the only choice 

for me with the wide variety of work that  

I do. The versatility, performance-led de-

sign, super-hard wearing build quality and 

wide range of sounds just suit me perfect-

ly! The attention to detail is amazing too, 

just little things like having every lead la-

belled with the pad it is designed for is SO 

handy!

Is there any new project you’re working 

on at the moment?

As I mentioned earlier I am writing/produ-

cing and drumming for a new act called 

Russo, its really my whole focus at the mo-

ment and I‘m really looking forward to get-

ting started on the record and live shows! 

I‘ve just finished working on records for 

Nolwenn Leroy, Summercamp, Beardyman 

and Duffy!

When can we enjoy you next time live on 

stage?

I think the next gig is the 19th May at Sound 

City Liverpool, Uk. I‘ll probably be locked 

in the studio until then! I‘m just updating 

my website etc. so stay tuned for proper up-

dates/news/blog etc!

Finally please give us a statement for all 

the drummers out there.

Always be positive in your practice and per-

formance. The weakest part of your tech-

nique and concept is always the fear that 

you‘re not good enough, if you can envi-

sage yourself cutting it, you‘ll find that you 

will, if you can become present enough to 

not even have these thoughts EVEN BET-

TER!! Being able to play the drums and 

support and inspire other musicians is a 

massive privilege, ENJOY IT! 
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At this year‘s Musikmesse in 
Frankfurt Yamaha introduced the 
MOX as a successor of the popular 
MO6 / MO8.

Roughly, the MOX is an entry level synthesi-

zer with the sound quality of the MOTIF XS.

The size of the Wave-ROM of the MOX6/

MOX8 was practically doubled compared 

to the MO6/MO8 and is identical to that 

of the MOTIF XS, instead of 175 MB now 

355 MB (when converted to 16 bit linear) 

are available. The number of Waveforms 

is 2,670, while the Wave-ROM of the MO 

contains 1,859 Waveforms.

The number of Preset Voice banks has 

doubled compared with the MO. The ten 

Preset Voice banks existing in the MOX 

are iden tical to those of the MOTIF XS and  

MOTIF  XF.

Some top features known from the  

MOTIF XS/XF such as Expanded Articula-

tion, Assignable Functions, 4-part arpeg-

giator, Direct Performance Recording, and 

VCM effects can be found in the new MOX.

The lightning-fast programming of split and 

layer Performances with the Performance 

moX 
thE nEw Yamaha SYnthESIzEr

Creator known from the S70 XS is a breeze.

A great feature is the built-in MIDI / USB 

audio interface with its own volume control 

for the DAW signal. In conjunction with the 

included DAW software Cubase AI 5 and 

the Editor the MOX is emerging as a com-

plete production tool at a high level.

For the recording of external sources (like 

vocals, guitar) or the use of the Vocoder, the 

internal audio input (A/D Input) is used.

The most important new features of the 

MOX6 / MOX8 compared to the MO6 / 

MO8 are these: 

•	New, high quality keyboard 

•	New designed user interface

•	Top-Sound in professional MOTIF XS 

quality

•	Wave-ROM extended from 175 MB 

(16 Bit linear) to 355 MB (16 Bit 

linear)

•	811 new Preset Waveforms

•	Four additional Preset Voice Banks

•	One additional User Voice Bank

•	Expanded Articulation 

•	62 new Effect types

•	5,000 new Preset arpeggios

•	4-Part arpeggiator

•	Six arpeggio variations (ARP1 – 

ARP6) accessible from the SF buttons

•	Assignable Functions

•	Integrated MIDI/audio USB interface 

with DAW level control

•	Audio input

•	Level meter – switchable between 

A/D Input and Mix

•	Performance Creator

•	Leight weight (MOX6 = 7 kg, MOX8 

= 14.8 kg)

•	Up-to-date software bundle: 

 Cubase AI5 

 MOX Editor 

 Yamaha YC-B3 Organ Emulator 

 Prologue Analog Synth

•	Usage of the MOX as VSTi Plug-in, 

in combination with Cubase AI5 and 

MOX-Editor

moX fEaturES In 

DEtaIl

In the following, some functions of MOX6/

MOX8 are going to be described in more 

detail. In doing so, those functions are go-

ing to be outlined that have been revised or 

are entirely new in comparison to the pre-

decessor models MO6/MO8.
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THE nEW WAvE-ROM

As said before, compared to the MO, the 

size of the Wave-ROM of the MOX has been 

doubled in size. The Wave-ROM is identical 

with that of the MOTIF XS.

The MOX includes a new, bigger acoustic 

piano with three velocity layers. The samp-

les are adapted from a CF III Grand.

The orchestral sounds include impressive 

new ensemble and solo strings and an ad-

ditional complete woodwind set. 

Also, the sound categories electric piano, 

electric organ, synthesizers and drum-

sounds have been remarkably improved. In 

terms of the electric pianos, especially tho-

se people who like the classical FM sounds 

can look forward to the new e-piano wave-

forms.

In terms of the synthwaves, especially two 

types should be pointed out:

•	Fat analog unsion synths in stereo, 

that allow pads with extraordinary 

brilliance, warmth, and depth

•	New FX waveforms, making an  

important contribution to the  

innovative and individual character 

of the atmospheric synth sounds

The new drum waveforms are considerably 

improving the standard kits and also make 

a significant contribution to a high quality 

improvement of the drum kits in the area 

Hip Hop, Chill Out and Trance. 

A special aspect are the new 8-Zone 

Drum-Voices, which have been program-

med in addition to the standard drum kits.  

Furthermore, the 8-Zone Drum-Voices 

make use of the new electronic drum 

waveforms. A drum waveform is assig-

ned to each of the eight Voice Elements.  

Thus, a flexible “mini drum kit” is created. 

The advantages are clear: Straightforward 

and easy editing (also within the mul-

ti mode!) and moreover a flexible use of  

effects. All of the 8-Zone Drum-Voices 

have a set of drum arpeggios assigned 

to them which make these mini kits sound  

awesome.

All in all, the Wave-ROM is the basis for  

the enormous increase in sound quality with 

the MOX.

EXpAnDED ARTIculATIOn 

With the Expanded Articulation Mode („XA 

mode“) the specific play characteristics 

of an instrument are imitated. Especially 

things like a realistic legato by switching 

Waveforms, an authentic release phase 

with key-off samples and the possibility to 

switch between different Elements with the 

AS SIGN ABLE FUNCTIONS. Also Wave-

Cycle and Wave-Random functions exist. 

The latter enhance the synthesizer sound 

design.

The functionality of the XA mode can be 

compared to the „Super Articulation Mode“ 

of the Tyros II. The technical function of 

the XA mode is realized with the doubled 

amount (from four to eight) of Voice Ele-

ments. Additional requirements are special 

XpERIMEnT 1: AuDITIOnIng WAvEFORMs

There is an easy method to audition the Waveforms without effects and  

sound treatments:

•	VOICE mode

•	Switch off EFFECT for INSERTION, SYSTEM, and MASTER

•	JOB – F1 – INIT – ENTER – ENTER

•	EDIT

•	Press Number button 1 to choose Element 1 for editing

•	Select different Waveforms with the help of the parameters „Wave Category“  

and „Wave Number“

Now, by playing on the keyboard the raw Waveforms can be heard, the non-treated 

multi-samples that make the Voices.

Y a m a h a  m u S I C  P r o D u C t I o n  g u I D E
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Waveforms that are compatible with the XA 

mode (e.g. key-off samples).

Within Voices, Element Groups can be 

composed which then can be switched with 

the help of the Assignable Switches 1+2.

For example, the following Voice program-

ming is possible:

•	The basic sound uses  

Elements 1 + 2

•	With AF switch 1 (Control 86) the 

Elements 3 + 4 are switched on

•	With AF switch 2 (Control 87) the 

Elements 5 + 6 are switched on

Here‘s another variant:

•	The basic sound uses Elements 1 + 2

•	With AF switch 1 (Control 86) the  

Elements 1 + 2 are switched off  

and at the same time the  

Elements 3 + 4 are switched on. The 

polyphony usage stays limited to two 

Elements

These are just two examples of a vast 

range of possibilities to combine. These 

combinations are used extensively in the  

Factory Sounds. Also, Voices that are not 

exactly “XA-Voices” are using this program-

ming-technique in order to realize vital 

sound variations by switching Elements on 

and off.

vcM EFFEcTs

The VCM effects („Virtual Circuit Modeling 

effects“) are using the same technology as 

the Yamaha DM2000.

The Virtual Circuitry Modeling technology 

has been developed by Yamaha researcher 

Toshi Kunimoto, who also developed the  

legendary VL1 and VP1 synthesizers. As 

you might know these have been the first  

physical modeling synthesizers ever. 

The technology allows excellent studio-

effects like Vintage Compressor, EQs, Wah 

effects, Flanger, Phaser etc.

XpERIMEnT 2:  
AnAlYzIng THE XA-vOIcE „clAssIcAl AF 1&2“ 

•	VOICE mode

•	Select the Voice PRE – 050 (D02). The addition „AF1&2“ identifies this Voice  

as a „XA-Voice“

•	EDIT – F1 OSC

•	Use the number buttons to toggle through Elements 1 and 7 and check the  

parameter „XA Ctrl“. This is the key parameter for the expanded articulation.  

Here, you can find the settings: normal, legato, Key off sound, wave cycle,  

wave random, all AF off, AF1 on, and AF2 on

•	When playing the Voice, press the buttons ASSIGNABLE FUNCTIONS 1 + 2 as you 

like to generate the slide effect and the harmonics. Those are realized by switching 

on and off the Elements

•	When pressing AF1, the Elements 1-3 are turned off, because those are  

set to „all AF off“. At the same time Element 6 is turned on because it is  

set to “AF 1 on”

•	When pressing AF2, the Elements 1-3 are also turned off. At the same time  

Element 7 is turned on since it is set to “AF 2 on”

•	Select Element 5 for which the parameter „XA Control“ is set to „key off sound“. 

This sound is only played when the keys are released. Press [SOLO] to better  

hear this sound

Overview: voice pre2-050 (D02) classical AF1&2

•	Element 1 = All AF off

•	Element 2 = All AF off

•	Element 3 = All AF off

•	Element 4 = normal (strumming effect on key C6)

•	Element 5 = key off sound

•	Element 6 = AF 1 on

•	Element 7 = AF 2 on

•	Element 8 = off (not used)

XpERIMEnT 3: ADjusTIng 
THE InsERT EFFEcT  
vcM EQ 501 

•	VOICE mode

•	Select Voice PRE1: 001 (A01) „Full 

Concert Grand“ 

•	EDIT – COMMON – F6 Effect

•	SF2 - Ins A

•	The effect parameters are dis-

tributed over three display pages, 

which can be shift with the help of 

the cursor buttons. Use the  

parameter “Preset” to access 

some preset EQ settings

7Y a m a h a  m u S I C  P r o D u C t I o n  g u I D E
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4-pART ARpEggIATOR

It is probably no exaggeration to say that 

the 4-Part arpeggiator is the most innovati-

ve and thrilling feature of the MOX.

Strictly speaking, it‘s not only one but four 

independent arpeggiators which can be 

routed to multiple parts.

Besides the already known arpeggio func-

tions of the Yamaha synthesizers, here a 

chord recognition is added. 

Up to four parts can use their own arpeg-

giator. This means that musical ideas and 

basic arrangements can be put into prac-

tice “live” with reharmonization (chord  

recognition). The factory Performances are 

using it extensively.

Thus, the MOX is turned into a highly crea-

tive and efficient source of inspiration as 

well as a help for composition.

Concerning the arpeggios, they can be 

“normal” synth arpeggios, instrument 

phrases, drum and percussion loops, chord 

sequences, MIDI gates and bass licks or 

phrases like those you know from portable 

keyboards which work with chord recogni-

tion and can thus be reharmonized in real 

time.

But not just the functions of the arpeggia-

tors have been extensively enhanced. Also, 

the number of arpeggio types has been 

multiplied. More than 6,000 arpeggio types 

of different styles are included in the MOX.

These include very complex arpeggios with 

various velocity zones. In combination with 

corresponding programmed velocity split 

Voices, one arpeggio can trigger multip-

le sequences with various sounds. Some 

Voices use this method to produce vivid 

wave-sequences. 

Furthermore, the arpeggio types which 

combine two synth arpeggios with a pad 

sound are very impressive. 

Further special arpeggio types include 

chord arpeggios, MIDI gate arpeggios and 

XpERIMEnT 4: AnAlYsIng An ARpEggIO pERFORMAncE  
•	PERFORM mode

•	Select Performance USR1 - 012 (A12) „Double Dip the Funk“ 

•	ARP – EDIT 

•	Use SF1 to SF6 to select the six ARP variations 

•	Press the SOLO button to hear the Performance Parts inidivually

 Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4

Voice Power Standard Kit 01 Mega Finger+Slap Mega1coilSlpPedalWah Baby AF1

Type Drumkit Bass Phrase Guitar Phrase Guitar Phrase

ARP SF1 DrPc: MC_Funk 1 BaMG: MC_Funk 1 _XS GtMG: MC_Funk 1 _XS GtPl: MA_Funky3

ARP SF2 DrPc: MB_Funk 2 BaMG: MB_Funk 1 _XS GtMG: MB_Funk 1 _XS GtPl: FC_Jazz Funk 2

ARP SF3 DrPc: MA_Funk 3 BaMG: MA_Funk 1 _XS GtMG: MA_Funk 1 _XS GtPl: MA_Funky3

ARP SF4 DrPc: MA_Funk 4 BaMG: FA_Funk 1 _XS GtMG: FB_Funk 1 _XS GtPl: FC_Jazz Funk 2

ARP SF5 DrPc: BA_Funk 5 BaMG: BA_Funk 1 _XS GtMG: BA_Funk 1 _XS GtPl: MA_Jazz Funk 2

ARP SF6 DrPc: BA_Club Jazz 1 BaMG: FC_Funk 1 _XS GtMG: FC_Funk 1 _XS GtPl: FB_New R&B 2

This funk Performance contains an arpeggio for each part – or rather a phrase since this Groove cannot be compared to a conventional 

arpeggio, it‘s more a “Style”. 

The abbreviations used in the name of arpeggio types mean the following:

•	MA, MB, and MC  = Main A, B, C 

•	FA, FB, and FC  = Fill A, B, C

•	BA, BB, and BC  = Break A, B, C

In contrast to traditional Styles, the arpeggio types or phrases within the MOX arpeggiator can be combined and arranged on a  

totally free basis. From the huge stock of arpeggios every user can design his/her favorite arrangement since the SF assignments can be 

changed instantly.

The abbreviation “XS” at the end of some arpeggio names indicates them as MOTIF XS arpeggios with intelligent chord recognition. In 

contrast, the conventional MOTIF ES arpeggios are partly named with the addendum “ES”. 

assign control arps which can be used to 

modulate parameters.

DIREcT pERFORMAncE 
REcORDIng

A special highlight in combination with 

the 4-Part arpeggiator is the possibility to  

record complete arpeggio arrangements 

directly from the Performance mode just by 

XpERIMEnT 5:  
pERFORMAncE 
REcORDIng 

•	PERFORM mode

•	Select Performance USR2 - 001 

(A01) „Dresden At Night“

•	Press REC button to call up the 

SETUP display

•	Choose the sequencer mode 

„song“

•	Set the parameter „Key On Start“ 

to „ON“. With this setting the 

recording is started as soon as 

you play a note

Y a m a h a  m u S I C  P r o D u C t I o n  g u I D E
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pressing one single button. This procedure 

is called „Direct Performance Recording“. 

The recording is actually taking place within 

the Song mode to which the sound and  

arpeggio settings of the Performance are 

automatically copied. 

By this users don’t really need to switch to 

the Song mode and undertake inconvinient 

preselections. With „Direct Performance  

Recording“ many inspirational musical 

ideas can be recorded on a much easier 

basis.

pERFORMAncE cREATOR

The generation of layer and split sounds 

is fast and easy when undertaken with the 

Performance Creator. 

To create a new split Performance, you first 

have to choose a Voice for the lead part 

(UPPER) from within the Voice mode. Then 

press the Split button of the Perfromance 

Creator. The selected Voice is then assigned 

to Part 1 of the new Performance. 

In order to complete the split sound, you 

simply have to choose a Voice for the  

accompaniment part (LOWER) and if  

necessary correct the preset Split Point. If 

desired, the LOWER part can be transpo-

sed to a higher range from within the EDIT 

mode (PLAY MODE – Note Shift).

XpERIMEnT 6: cREATIng A splIT pERFORMAncE WITH THE 
pERFORMAncE cREATOR  

•	VOICE mode

•	Select the Voice PRE5:054(D06) „Singleline“. In the next step, this Voice is  

automatically assigned to Part 1 within the new Performance

•	PERFORMANCE CREATOR – [SPLIT]. The Performance mode is automatically  

activated

•	At the same time a display opens in which the main and the subcategory for  

the Voice for Part 2 can be selected. Please select the main category „Synth Pad / 

Choir“ and the sub category „Warm“

•	Configure the split point (SPLITPOINT) in the same display to meet  

your needs

•	Move the cursor to the right in order to get to the Voice list

•	Choose the Voice „PRE5 H14 Atmosphere“ from the Voice list

•	Confirm with ENTER and store the new Performance onto a storage location  

of your choice by pressing STORE

•	If you wish to, you can further work on the Performance within the EDIT mode.  

For example, if you would like to transpose the Synthpad, select Part 2 by pressing 

the number button 2. Then, press F4 TONE and SF1 TUNE. If you would  

like to transpose the Pad one octave up, set the parameter „Note Shift“ for Part 2 

to “+12”

•	In order to change the split point, choose EDIT – COMMON – F1 GENERAL – SF2 

PLY MODE – Split Point

•	Store the revised Performance by pressing STORE

9Y a m a h a  m u S I C  P r o D u C t I o n  g u I D E
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For those among the subscribers of 

the Music Production Guide which 

had not the possibility of visiting 

the Musikmesse in Frankfurt this 

year, I wrote a little summary of 

my attendance - with a focus on 

muSIkmESSE 2011

A REpORT bY HAns-pETER HEnkEl (HApE13)

by 2.7% compared to last year!

The first impression on the Yamaha booth 

on Thursday in any case showed a great 

interest in Yamaha‘s products throughout 

the whole range. The biggest surprise for 

me was definitely the MOX! I caught a small 

pan. Competitors will have a hard time with 

a comparable ratio of quality to price.

Thomas Berlin‘s show on the demon stration 

stage was very interesting, too. Those who 

know Yamaha‘s YouTube channel know 

the man and his MOTIF XF demos. On his 

Yamaha and the themes of this 

magazine. 

First of all a general and positive informa-

tion: According to a press release the num-

ber of exhibitors in this year has increased 

part of the first demonstration by Bert Smo-

renburg. As usual, Bert not only impressed 

by his skills, but also by his humorous de-

meanor. By the way: The sound of the MOX 

also leaves nothing to be desired, especially 

not if you put the very moderate price in the 

shows he presented the XF, among others, 

and he played it with some orchestral 

sounds. This was certainly not just for me 

a more than welcome change with impres-

sive sounds. At the end of his demonstra-

tion an iPad was used: The four applica-

Y a m a h a  m u S I C  P r o D u C t I o n  g u I D E
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tions presented at the NAMM offer a very 

comfortable editing with a high fun factor. 

Especially the combination of several para-

meters, which then - as with the Korg Chaos 

Pad - can be controlled with a finger con-

nects business with pleasure and leads very 

that generates MIDI data. I think we are al-

lowed to be anxious to see what‘s next from 

Yamaha on this platform.

On the same stage the presentation of the 

new electronic drums of the DTX series took 

place. Simon Edgoose did a fantastic job 

lation of his show on my YouTube channel 

„hape13music“.

Conclusion: 2011 is a particularly exciting 

year for us Yamaha fans. By subscribing to 

the Music Production Guides you will not 

miss any news. We are happy if you stay 

quickly to new variations of existing sounds. 

And all via a wireless WiFi connection bet-

ween iPad and MOTIF. In addition, a MIDI 

interface for iPad / iPhone was introduced 

that is based on coreMIDI and therefore 

supports any MIDI compatible application 

even I as a non-drummer could enjoy.

At the end of my second trade show day  

I was able to attend the complete demons-

tration from „Bertje“ in the Yamaha sound 

booth. You can view a very small compi-

with us and distribute the magazine among 

your musical friends.

That‘s it for today,

Your Hans-Peter Henkel
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A free soundset available in excellent quality is now abvailable for every CP1 user.

A total of 64 Performances were programmed by renowned sound designers Johannes Waehneldt and Peter Jung on behalf of Yamaha Music 

Europe.

The soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail to 

motifnews@easysounds.de 

containing the keyword „CP1 Artist“.

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS containing a link where the file 

can be downloaded.

In addition you are automatically registered for the free subscription of 

the monthly Music Production Guide.

Yamaha CP 1 artISt PErformanCES
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Only a few names of German 

musicians and producers are so 

closely linked with Yamaha as that 

of Thomas Berlin. 

For more than 20 years now Thomas  

Berlin is working as a synthesizer specialist, 

Style programmer and sound designer for 

Yamaha Europe and Yamaha Japan. 

The latest result of this operation is the  

MOTIF XF product video which can be  

viewed on Yamaha‘s YouTube channel:  

http://www.youtube.com/user/ 

yamahacorporation

It‘s best to perform a search for the keyword 

„Berlin“ there.

As a long-time friend and colleague, I am 

particularly pleased to introduce Thomas 

Berlin in a detailed interview.

Thomas, apart from the countless trips 

abroad you have lived in large cities such 

as Dresden (your birthplace), Hamburg, 

and berlin. now you‘re a „berliner“ and 

meet your full name: berlin from berlin - 

IntErvIEw: thomaS BErlIn

that‘s nice, isn‘t it? Will that be your last 

home? You said once, „Thomas berlin - 

lA“ would also sound good?

It‘s still the case that you have a hard time as 

a composer for film and advertising music 

in Germany. The reasons are complex. Col-

leagues who are resident in LA are courted 

by the producers simply for their hometown, 

nepotism and the quota system associated 

with the film development fund do the rest. 

In this respect a move to LA would certainly 

be consistent, but Berlin with its large num-

ber of independent filmmakers becomes an 

alternative more and more. When I moved 

from Hamburg to Berlin three years ago, 

this was first and foremost a personal de-

cision because my wife is from Berlin. But 

by now I‘m also firmly rooted professionally 

here. However this does not mean that it is 

to become my last residence. 

Your musical education began very early. 

Your grandmother had a large share in 

it?

Yes, I started taking piano lessons when  

I was eight years old.

My grandmother is a doctor, but also an 

excellent classical pianist. She always ex-

emplified to me, how important music is for 

a fulfilling life. My first piano lessons were 

also paid by her.

And how did your career as a musician 

evolve?

After leaving school - I went to a special 

music school - I realized that there was 

only one possible career goal for me: to 

become a musician. I first studied musico-

logy at the Humboldt University in Berlin 

and then piano, composition and arran-

ging at the Musikhochschule Carl-Maria 

von Weber in Dresden. At first I played in 

various bands as a keyboardist and made 

my living with reviews of numerous concerts 

for the newspaper „Sächsische Zeitung“. 

Later I worked as a freelance producer for 

BL Productions in Berlin for three years, 

then a further six years for BOOYA Records 

in Hamburg. With Berlinaudio.com I now 

have my own studio in Berlin, composing 
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for advertising and film music. I work close-

ly with other Berlin based producers such as 

André Franke and Bulent Aris.

How did your work for Yamaha start?

That was pure coincidence. Before the Ber-

lin Wall went down in 1989 I necessarily 

wanted to buy a Roland D20 workstation 

with my hard earned GDR forum cheques.  

I drove all the way to the Musical Instru-

ments Intershop in Berlin-Adlershof. Once 

there, they said: „The D20 is sold out, but 

we still have a Yamaha V50.“ That was 

a hard blow for me, of course! Yamaha 

wasn‘t on my list at all.

So I took two hours exploring the V50 right 

there in the store and finally left with it and 

its four FM operators heading back home. 

The internal demos, so I thought, weren‘t 

fair for the V50 and so I programmed some 

new and sent them via floppy disk to Gert 

Drögemüller at Yamaha Europe in Rellin-

gen. Since they were searching for a MIDI 

consultant for the East at that time in an ad 

in the magazine „Milestones“ Gert invited 

me to Rellingen and so my career as a free-

lancer for Yamaha began. Thanks Gert!

What were the main jobs you did for 

Yamaha in the last 20 years?

In the 90‘s I have programmed some demo 

songs and have toured Europe demon-

strating Yamaha synths in numerous work-

shops. In 1997 I had the first request for 

a job in Japan and since then I‘m working 

for the Content Division of Yamaha Japan 

in Hamamatsu and for the Yamaha R & D 

Centre in London. To me all of the jobs were 

important. The exciting development of the 

DJX, the Techno patterns for the RM1x, the 

RS7000, the DTXTREME, from the TYROS to 

the MOTIF series. 

besides all that you are still involved in a 

number of other musical activities. can 

you name a few?

My personal highlight was the opening of 

the „Glass Volkswagen Factory“, when the 

Staatskapelle Dresden premiered an over-

ture by me. It is something very special if an 

A-orchestra accepts to play your work. And 

there‘s a small commercial music from me 

running prior to each Champions League 

football match broadcast - which would 

even more fun if my beloved club Dynamo 

Dresden could play in the CL.

My time as a producer at BOOYA Records 

in Hamburg had a great impact on me, 

too. Working with such diverse artists like 

Sarah Connor, NANA, Michael Kleitman, 

Mark Keller, Mustafa Sandal, Uwe Fahren-

krog Petersen or Rick Astley has saved me 

from getting a tunnel vision stylistic-wise. In 

recent years I‘ve done some musical „ex-

periments“ and am still in the middle of it. 

For instance I composed an overture with 

the opera singer Nadja Michael for the last 

World Championships in Athletics in Berlin, 

which was arranged for soprano, piano, 

and numerous sports sounds. 

You were involved in the development 

of the MOTIF-series from the very 

beginning by programming content and 

doing promotions. What are the special 

advantages of the new MOTIF XF for you?

I think the MOTIF XF is the ideal masterkey-

board for live and studio applications.

Things as inspiring sound banks, an excel-

lent balanced and solid working keyboard 

plus useful controllers are important to me. 

And I‘m very happy with the added sound 

possibilities of the flash-board expansions. 

I made ample use of them in my YouTube 

video.

What kind of sounds from the MOTIF are 

most important to you?

Clearly, the pads, leads, and the synth Per-

formance with their arpeggios! In connec-

tion with the editing possibilities I‘m able to 

produce sounds with the MOTIF XF that are 

not heard in just every other pop-produc-

tion with all those preset plug-in sounds. 

The World Instruments from the free down-

loadable flash content („Inspiration In A 

Flash“) are very interesting, too. 
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At this year‘s nAMM the cooperation 

between Yamaha and karma-lab 

was announced. How do you rate the 

announced MOTIF kARMA software? As 

a style programmer you seem to be more 

than competent for this question.

The KARMA idea is interesting for me, if you 

do not try to create a classic style with gui-

tars, bass and drums like those PSR accom-

panying rhythms.

The great thing is that you can create com-

plex and thus varied arpeggios. If I can 

jam half an hour on Ab minor, like Richard 

Wagner, Steve Reich & Co, and am not get-

ting bored - then it gets interesting.

Also at the nAMM Yamaha announced 

ipad software for wireless control of the 

MOTIF XF. What‘s your opinion on that as 

a die-hard Apple user?

Finally! Such applications help the iPad to 

slowly but surely move from the toy corner, 

right? Phrases such as „now everyone can 

make music“ bore me, however they illust-

rate the state of the music industry‘s needs 

and support the share price. So it‘s plea-

sing that there are companies such as Korg, 

Yamaha, or Propellerhead who don‘t focus 

on the iPad users as clueless rabbits, but 

produce a more professional and thorough 

approach in the field of creativity support.

At this year‘s Musikmesse, the 

new Yamaha synthesizer MOX was 

introduced. You were involved in content 

development. What is your opinion on 

the MOX?

The MOX is a synth with modern, weird 

sounds and Performances, and comes with 

the complete Wave-ROM of the MOTIF XS. 

Given the price-performance ratio the MOX 

might be considered as a beginner‘s step 

into the world of MOTIF. For me, however, 

the MOX is considerably more.

In addition to the performances copied 

from the MOTIF Xs the MOX offers a 

number of new performances. can you 

name a few that were programmed by 

you?

Oh! There are some „sick“ Performances 

from me (laughs), like „Psych Drive“, „Chill-

Out noises“, „Exit Inglewood“, „LH 971 

Nightflight“, „Tresor 4.15 AM“, or „Electro-

nica Resort“.

However, I also built a few „normal“ Perfor-

mances, eg the piano / string / harp combi 

„She doesn‘t see me“ or the electronica pad 

„Antarctic Moments“.

Also, the first MOX demo song „club 

WorX“ is composed by you. It‘s very 

contemporary - were you influenced by 

current productions?

I should say so! I have tried to show that the 

„small“ MOX is fit enough for much more 

than piano, organ, and string pads. Recent 

productions such as Trentemøller tracks, 

David Guetta, the admirable Peter Fox, the 

new Berlin minimum school affect me in 

this kind of work.

You have a strong classical background, 

but you‘re also an absolute expert in 

trendy styles. This expertise has already 

been included in numerous Yamaha 

products. How do you rate the current 

music trends?

Currently lots of great productions such as 

„Adele“ are at the top of the international 

charts, but little of them are actually setting 

a trend. This is certainly due to the fact that 

the so-called A & R managers only manage 

mainstream, in fear for their chair and do 

not like to carefully look into „second row“ 

clubs and locations. The retro trend that ar-

tists such as Stefan Raab and his Lena fol-

low is very boring for me. But luckily there 

are artists in this country like Peter Fox, Clu-

eso, the Kalkbrenners, or young guys like 

Ranking Smo from Leipzig.

Interview by Peter Krischker
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Drum arpeggios in a 3/4 time signature are rather rare in the MOTIF XS and S90 XS. However, in the new MOTIF XF 
there are some more. 

Due to user requests the XF drum arpeggios in 3/4-time are now made available by Yamaha for the users of the MOTIF XS and S90 XS as 

user arpeggios.

The user arpeggio file can be downloaded here:

http://www.easysounds.eu/XF_Arps.zip

This file has been created by EASY SOUNDS on behalf of Yamaha Music Europe.

The file „XF_Arps_3#4.X0G“ can be loaded via FILE - LOAD - Type „all Arpeggio“.

Once loaded the user arpeggios 1 - 10 can be selected in the corresponding Drum Voices.

Here is an overview of the user arpeggios including information on the number of measures, tempo, and recommended Preset Drum Kit.

motIf XS unD S90 XS:  
Drum arPEggIoS In 3/4 tImE
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flaSh mEmorY  
ContEnt for  
motIf Xf

Yamaha is working with third party 
software vendors (KEYFAX, EASY 
SOUNDS, DSF, SONIC REALITY) 
to offer an extensive amount of 
free and optional Flash Memory 
content.

From the first day of delivery all registe-

red MOTIF XF users will have access to a 

free download file containing a first stock 

of Samples to build their own expandab-

le sample library for the non-volatile Flash 

Memory of their MOTIF XF.

This Content Package contains three new 

User Voice Banks, 353 User Waveforms, 

458 MB of Samples and 12 User Drum Kits 

(Oriental Drums & Percussion). 

Here is an overview of the Voice Banks  

contained in the Flash Memory Content  

Package:

usER vOIcE bAnk 1 – 
FAcTORY cOnTEnT

Contains the same content of the new 

MOTIF XF Factory Bank. That‘s why no 

additional Flash Memory content is ad-

ded to this Bank.

usER vOIcE bAnk 2 – 
YAMAHA bAnk 

A selection of additional Voices from the 

Yamaha Library: S700 piano, organs, 

brass & reeds, sweet voices, pads.

usER vOIcE bAnk 3 –  
THIRD pARTY bAnk

Organs, synth leads, synth comps, synth 

strings, pads, atmospheres... A Voice  

selection from the sound libraries 

of DCP PRODUCTIONS and EASY 

SOUNDS. This Bank for instance inclu-

des 32 Voices from the EASY SOUNDS 

Libraries „Organ Session“ and „Phat 

Analog“ each.

usER vOIcE bAnk 4 – 
ORIEnTAl InsTRuMEnTs

128 Oriental instrument Voices, with 

micro-tuning, mainly programmed by 

the Turkish musician Mert Topel. If you 

want to play these Voices with a „nor-

mal“ tone scale, go to VOICE - EDIT - 

COMMON EDIT - F1 General - SF2 Play 

Mode and set the parameters Bank to 

„pre“ and Tuning Number to „1“.

usER DRuM vOIcE bAnk  

The User Drum Voice Bank features 

twelve new Drumkits (Acoustic Drums, 

Oriental Percussion, Hip Hop, House...)

These Voice Banks can be individually 

loaded into the volatile SDRAM of the  

MOTIF XF, if no Flash Memory Module is 

installed.

It is also recommended to load the Voice 

Banks into the SDRAM for a quick audition 

of the material before loading them into the 

Flash Memory.

This free Flash Memory Content can be re-

quested by sending an e-mail containing 

the keywords „MOTIF XF Flash Content“ to: 

motifnews@easysounds.de 

The MOTIF XF user will receive an e-mail 

from EASY SOUNDS with a password and 

a link where the file can be downloaded. 

In addition you are automatically registe-

red for the free monthly Music Production 

Guide..
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There will be a comprehensive 
software offering for the MOTIF XF 
from third party vendors.

Like for the MOTIF XS the soundforges  

KEYFAX (motifator.com) and EASY SOUNDS 

(easysounds.de) will be the leading develo-

pers.

Both companies plan to provide compre-

hensive Flash Memory Content Packages. 

Here is an overview of the planned EASY 

SOUNDS products:

XFlAsH1 = „DAncE“

Dance, Trance, Electronic, Pop ... about 

384 MB of Samples, 384 Voices, 64 Per-

formances

Bundle of the sound libraries Synth Xtre-

me, Dance Xpanded and Hypnotic Stepz

XFlAsH2 = „lIvE“

Sound library for live musicians and pro-

ducers, about 384 MB of Samples, 384 

Voices, 128 Performances

Bundle of the sound libraries Stage & 

Studio, Organ Session and Phat Analog

XFlAsH3 =„ATMOspHERIcs“

Pads, atmospheres, sound effects, 

about 384 MB of Samples, 384 Voices, 

64 Performances

Bundle of the sound libraries Chill  

Xperience, Magical Pads and Mystic 

Spheres

These Voice Banks can be completely loa-

ded into a Flash Memory Expansion Modu-

le. Single components (User Voice Banks 

e.g.) may also be loaded into the volatile 

SDRAM memory. This is handy for a quick 

audition of the material or if no Flash Me-

mory Module is installed.

In addition to these packages the com-

plete MOTIF XS Sound Library from EASY 

SOUNDS will be adapted for the MOTIF XF 

and be available in time for the delivery of 

the XF. Almost all the titles of the library can 

either be loaded into the SDRAM memory 

or the Flash Memory.

Here is an overview of all planned  

MOTIF XF soundsets:

•	„Stage & Studio“

•	„Dance Xpanded“

•	„Synth Xtreme“

•	„Hypnotic Stepz“

•	„Chill Xperience“

•	„Phat Analog“

•	„Magical Pads“

•	„Mystic Spheres“

•	„Vocoder Dreamz“

•	„Organ Session“

•	„Drum Performer“

•	„FM Xpanded - Vol. 1“

oPtIonal SounDSEtS  
for thE motIf Xf
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motIf XS EuroPEan 
loYaltY Program  
vErSIon 2

The „European Loyalty Program” offers MOTIF XS users free additional but 
nonetheless high-class content.

It is mainly a premium Voice and Samplelibrary which is produced by EASY SOUNDS in 

collaboration with Yamaha Music Europe and contains the following:

•	The 3-layers Yamaha S700 stereo piano (32 MB compressed) of the Yamaha S90 ES 

which is known as the ultimate piano sound from Yamaha synths. The Piano is featured 

in different variations (e.g. Brite, Dark, Ballad Stack)

•	„Sweet Voices“ from the Yamaha Tyros (Trumpet, Trombone, Saxophone, Panflute...)

•	New Choir and Scatvoices

•	Best-of compilations of optional soundsets from EASY SOUNDS (synths, pads &  

atmospheres, organs...)

•	Best-of compilation of the Xpanded series from Yamaha Europe (converted from  

MOTIF ES)

•	A WAV pool containing 200 WAV files with 93 MB in total. These are drum loops, 

vocal and vocoder phrases, sound effects, and atmospheres

Furthermore the Loyalty Program contains a comprehensive MOTIF XS Quick Guide in PDF 

format. This Quick Guide is compiled of all XS articles and workshops from the MOTIF News 

Guide. 

To register for the Loyalty program simply write an e-mail with the keyword „MOTIF XS Loyalty 

Program“ to:

motifnews@easysounds.de

As soon as the registration process is complete the MOTIF XS user will receive an e-mail from 

EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded. The size of 

the download file is 221 MB. 

In addition you are automatically registered for the free monthly Music Production Guide. 

Alternatively the „European Loyalty Content Package“ can be delivered on an USB memory 

stick, which must be ordered for a reasonable price from www.easysounds.de in addition to 

the e-mail procedure mentioned above. Remember to add the keyword „MOTIF XS Loyalty 

Program“ to your USB memory stick order.

Already registered MOTIF XS users can request an update by sending an e-mail to:

motifnews@easysounds.de
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motIf XS SounDSEt: “orIEntal 
InStrumEntS & PErCuSSIon”

MOTIF XS users can enjoy a free 
soundset: „Oriental Instruments 
& Percussion“ can be downloaded 
from Yamaha Music Europe in 
cooperation with EASY SOUNDS.

The soundset contains the following:

•	36 Performances

•	128 Voices

•	9 User Drum Voices

•	113 User Waveforms of oriental 

instruments

•	84 MB Samples

•	6 Turkish Authentic Micro Tunings

„Oriental Instruments“ has been produced 

by turkish musicians and is developed for 

the use in both traditional and modern tur-

kish music.

The MOTIF XS user will receive an e-mail 

from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a 

link where the file can be downloaded. The 

size of the download file is 66 MB. 

In addition you are automatically registe-

red for the free monthly Music Production 

Guide. 

Alternatively the „European Loyalty Con-

tent Package“ can be delivered on an USB 

memory stick, which must be ordered for a 

reasonable price from www.easysounds.de 

in addition to the e-mail procedure men-

tioned above. Remember to add the key-

word „Oriental Instruments“ to your USB 

memory stick order.

Authentic samples of oriental musical inst-

ruments plus the most popular turkish Mic-

ro Tunings are the basic building blocks of 

this soundset.

Nonetheless these special oriental instru-

ments can be used in music styles like pop, 

world, chill out, ambient and whatever you 

can imagine.

The 128 Voices and 36 Performances are 

mostly built from the new User Waveforms 

and Samples. Some Voices are modified 

Preset Voices.

This free soundset can be requested by 

sending an e-mail containing the keyword 

„Oriental“ to:

motifnews@easysounds.de

S90 XS / S70 XS: 
SounDPaCkagE
A free „Soundpackage“ with 

additional high-class content is 

available for S90 XS / S70 XS users. 

This Soundpackage is produced by EASY 

SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music 

Europe and contains the following:

pOp & DAncE

This Voice Bank features 128 profes-

sional User Voices compiled from po-

pular EASY SOUNDS libraries for the  

MOTIF XS and the MOTIF ES Xpanded 

series from Yamaha Europe converted 

for the S90 XS / S70 XS.

The set „Poc & Dance“ contains Voices 

from these EASY SOUNDS soundsets:

•	Chill Xperience

•	Dance Xpanded

•	Magical Pads

•	Mystic Spheres

•	Stage & Studio

•	Synth Xtreme

keyword „S90 XS / S70 XS Soundpackage“ 

to:

motifnews@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY 

SOUNDS with a password and a link where 

the file can be down loaded. The size of the 

download file is 136 MB. 

In addition you are automatically registe-

red for the free monthly Music Production 

Guide. 

Alternatively the Soundpackage can be 

delivered on an USB memory stick, which 

must be ordered for a reasonable price 

from www.easysounds.de in addition to the 

e-mail procedure mentioned above. Re-

member to add the keyword „S90 XS / S70 

XS Soundpackage“ to your USB memory 

stick order.

vOcODER DREAMz

The S90 XS / S70 XS version of „Voco-

der Dreamz“ features 40 Vocoder Voices 

and a comprehensive manual on how to 

use them with the S90 XS Vocoder. The 

User Voice Bank is divided as follows:

•	1 – 16 Vocoder Voices (Vocoder + 

Pad/Atmo/Synth)

•	17 – 36 Vocoder Voices (Basic Type)

•	37 – 40 Vocoder Voices (LFO-Type)

WAv-pOOl

The WAV pool contains 200 WAV files 

with a total size of 93 MB. These are 

drum loops, vocoder phrases, sound ef-

fects, and atmos. 

nEWs guIDEs

All already published editions of the 

„Music Production Guide“ are included 

in PDF format. 

This free soundpackage can be reques-

ted by sending an e-mail containing the  
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motIf-raCk XS:  
SounD & InfoPaCkagE

MOTIF-RACK XS users can obtain the free „Sound & Infopackage“ that‘s produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract 
to Yamaha Music Europe.

The software package contains the following:

•	Soundset „POP & DANCE“ with 128 professional Voices

•	WAV-Pool with 200 loops and audio-phrases

•	Demo song 

•	PDF file of a comprehensive guide plus tips & tricks  

This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „MOTIF-RACK XS Sound & Infopackage“ to:

motifnews@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be down loaded. 

The size of the download file is 125 MB.

In addition you are automatically registered for the free monthly Music Production Guide.

Users of the MO6 / MO8, S90 ES, and MOTIF-RACK ES can obtain a free Sound & Infopack age that‘s produced by 
EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe.

This includes the soundset „Pop Xpanded“ with 192 profesional live- and arpeggio-sounds. For details on this soundset see the box to the right. 

Furthermore a comprehensive documentation of the soundset, Quick Guides, demo-sounds, and other useful files are included.

This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Pop Xpanded“ to:

motifnews@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be down loaded. 

The size of the download file is 13 MB.

In addition you are automatically registered for the free monthly Music Production Guide. 

User Voice Bank 1 is identical to „Arp Xpanded“ and features 128 Voice based on 106 new User Arpeggio Phrases. (In the MOTIF-RACK ES 

version the Arpeggiator is deactivated, since the RACK has no User Arpeggios.)

Voices 1 – 64 of the User Voice Bank 2 are identical to the 64 „Live-Voices“ of „Live Xpanded“. These are keyboard and synth sounds which 

are specially programmed for pop, rock, dance, and live entertainment.

The Voices 65 – 128 of the User Voice Bank 2 are compiled by the best synthesizer sounds of the factory preset sounds from the MOTIF ES 

and MOTIF-RACK ES. 

S90 ES, motIf-raCk ES, mo: 
SounDlIBrarIES
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mm6 / mm8:  
SoftwarE-PaCkagE „lIvE & StuDIo“

Users of the MM6 and MM8 can 
obtain the free software package 
„Live & Studio“ that‘s produced by 
EASY SOUNDS under contract to 
Yamaha Music Europe. 

The software package contains the fol-

lowing:

•	MM6 / MM8 Live Peformance Bank 

•	Song templates 

•	Demo song with audio and MIDI 

tracks for Cubase, Logic, Standard 

MIDI File)

•	WAV loop pool for Cubase + Logic 

(drums, synths, vocals, effects, atmos) 

•	MM6 / MM8 Quick Guide

The 64 Performances for the MM6 are 

more suitable for live music than the more 

pattern orientated factory Performances.

You will receive an e-mail from EASY 

SOUNDS with a password and a link where 

the file can be down loaded. The size of the 

download file is 131 MB.

In addition you are automatically registe-

red for the free monthly Music Production 

Guide.

The Song templates contain setup data in 

formats for Cubase, Logic, and standard 

MIDI file (SMF). They feature SysEx events, 

Bank Select, Program Change, and Con-

troller events which set the effects and 

sounds of the MM6 / MM8 to be controlled 

in „PC-Mode” with 16 MIDI channels (mul-

timode).

The demo songs combine MIDI and audio 

tracks. The MIDI tracks control the MM6 / 

MM8. The audio tracks are used to play 

back samples from the included „WAV 

pool”.

The free software package can be reques-

ted by sending an e-mail containing the 

keyword „MM6 / MM8 Live & Studio“ to:

motifnews@easysounds.de

tEnorI-on:  
EuroPEan voICE & SamPlEBank
Yamaha Music Europe and EASY 
SOUNDS provide their free 
soundlibrary „European Voice & 
Samplebank“ to all Tenori-On 
users.  

The downloadable file (48 MB) contains the 

following:

•	18 Tenori-On User Voices (Samplings)

•	4 Tenori-On Demos (AllBlock-Files)

•	268 Samples in WAV-Format (19 MB)

•	Comprehensive PDF documentation

The User Voices feature multiple drum kits, 

sound effects, vocal / vocoder kits, and 

synth sounds. Here‘s an overview of the 

User Voices:

•	BA_MiniSquare.tnw 

•	FX_Atmo.tnw

•	BA_Xbass.tnw

•	FX_Long.tnw

•	CO_CombKit1.tnw

•	FX_Short.tnw

•	CO_CombKit2.tnw

•	SQ_DarkUni.tnw

•	DR_AnalogKit1.tnw

•	SQ_Xsynth.tnw

•	DR_AnalogKit2.tnw

•	VO_VocalsFemale.tnw

•	DR_BreakKit.tnw

•	VO_VocalsMale.tnw

•	DR_XdrumAdd.tnw

•	VO_VocoderFemale.tnw

•	DR_XdrumBasic.tnw

•	VO_VocoderMale.tnw

The samples used in the Voices are also 

provided as WAV files. Hence you can use 

the downloadable Tenori-On User Voice 

Manager to individually re-map the drum 

and FX kits. This way you can modify the 

supplied kits or combine new ones from the 

scratch. 

The User Voices „CO_CombKit1“ and 

„CO_CombKit2“ demonstrate how the 

sounds can be combined in a creative way. 

They use samples from different sample di-

rectories. Combining sounds really widens 

the sound variety enormously. 

So if you want to set up your own kits from 

the WAV files you first should audition the 

samples using a file player, sampler, or  

audio sequencer. Then simply drag and 

drop the samples you want to use into the 

Voice Manager software. 

This free sound library can be requested by 

sending an e-mail containing the keyword 

„Tenori-On European Voice & Samplebank“ 

to:

motifnews@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY 

SOUNDS with a password and a link where 

the file can be down loaded. The size of the 

download file is 49 MB.

In addition you are automatically registe-

red for the free monthly Music Production 

Guide.

Y a m a h a  m u S I C  P r o D u C t I o n  g u I D E
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Yamaha offers free content for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.

There are five content packages available for downloading:

•	Extra Content 1 - Jazz Kit (4 Drum Kits)

•	Extra Content 2 - Rock Kit (13 Drum Kits)

•	Extra Content 3 - Electronic Kit (15 Drum Kits)

•	Extra Content 4 - Vintage Kit (6 Drum Kits)

•	Extra Content 5 - Oak Kit (6 Drum Kits)

Altogether there are 44 Drum Kits (containing 150 MB samples) available.

For more information and the download links visit:

http://dtxdrums.yamaha.com

Go to the Downloads / Driver and Software section.

OcEAn WAY DRuMs DTXpAnsIOn kIT 

These three Drum Kits have been produced by Yamaha‘s sound designer Dave Polich and are based on the sample library from Ocean Way 

(Sonic Reality).

The Drum Kits feature a very complex programming containing multiple velocity layers. You can download the file at:

http://www.dtxperience.com/dtxpansion.php 

frEE Drum kItS  
for DtX900 & DtXtrEmEII I

Yamaha provides 25 high quality Drum Kits (75 MB) for the DTX-MULTI 12 for free download. 

It is the same content that has been available for some time now for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.

Here‘s an overview of the available Kits, which are divided into two files: 

File 1 = Acoustic Kits 

•	Jazz Maple (5 variations)

•	Oak X Single (5 variations)

•	Vintage (5 variations)

•	Rock Single (5 variations) 

File 2 = Electronic Kits

•	ClasscDance 

•	Classic RX 

•	Drum’n’Bass 

•	HipHop90bpm 

•	House 128bpm   

More information and download links can be found here:

http://dtxdrums.yamaha.com 

Go to Downloads / Drivers and Software

frEE Drum kItS  
for thE DtX-multI 12
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DtX-multI 12 SounDSEt:  
„orIEntal PErCuSSIon“

The DTX Electronic Percussion Pad MULTI-12 uses many of the high-end 

features and sounds from the DTX and MOTIF series and provides an 

optimum tool for live drumming, productions or rehearsals. 

With over 1,200 high-class sounds - including newly-developed drum, percussion and key-

board sounds - the DTX-12 MULTI enriches any musical situation. Up to 200 User Sets can 

be programmed and added with effects to get ready for every conceivable musical style with 

the best sounds around. In addition, the large 64MB Flash-ROM Wave-Memory can be filled 

with additional samples which then can be assigned to the Pads.

Now the brand new soundset „Oriental Percussion“ for the DTX-MULTI 12 is available for 

registered users. It is provided by EASY SOUNDS on behalf of Yamaha Music Europe - free 

of charge.

The download package includes the following:

•	50 Patterns

•	24 Kits

•	132 User Waves (18 MB Samples)

The soundset has been designed primarily for traditional and modern Turkish music.

It‘s based on authentic samples of oriental percussion instruments.

The oriental instruments are however well suited for use in other music styles such as Pop, 

World, Chill Out, Ambient, etc.

„Oriental Percussion“ was programmed by the Turkish musician and producer Mert Topel.

Since 1990 Mert Topel is working as a musician with nationally and internationally known 

pop and rock stars such as Tarkan (1993-2008) and many others. Mert recorded several al-

bums as a producer of jazz, fusion, rock bands, and singers like Kirac, Mor ve Otesi, Gülden 

Goksen, Grizu etc. He also has his own jazz-rock band „Fenomen“, which published its first 

album in 2006 - with very good response from jazz lovers. Right now his band is working 

on a second album. Another project is a collaboration with Alper Maral in the production 

of an electro-acoustic-oriented album called „The Voltage Control Project“, which appears 

in 2010.

The DTX-12 MULTI Patterns produced by Mert Topel should inspire the musician in the first 

place and serve as basis for his own music productions.

This free soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „DTX-M12 

Oriental“ to: 

motifnews@easysounds.de

The user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the 

file can be downloaded. The size of the download file is 24 MB. 

In addition you are automatically registered for the free monthly Music Production Guide. 

Alternatively the Soundpackage can be delivered on an USB memory stick, which must be 

ordered for a reasonable price from www.easysounds.de in addition to the e-mail procedure 

mentioned above. Remember to add the keyword „DTX-M12 Oriental“ to your USB memory 

stick order.
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frEE tutorIal DvD  
for motIf XS / Xf uSErS

The free tutorial DVD „The World of MOTIF XS“ (English language) is available for all regis-

tered european MOTIF XS and MOTIF XF users.

The DVD procures comprehensive instructions on how to use a MOTIF XS in a music produc-

tion environment. The running time of over 3 hours covers deep insights in topics like interac-

tive Arpeggios, live performances, sampling, recording sessions, Cubase AI and much more.

Although the instructions refer to the MOTIF XS, this DVD is of interest for MOTIF XF users, 

because the XS‘ operation is substantially the same concept.

To request this DVD simply write an e-mail to:

musicproduction@yamaha.de

Please give your name, address, serial number of your MOTIF XS or MOTIF XF, and the key-

word „The World of MOTIF XS“ - even if you already are a registered MOTIF XS user. 

Important note: This DvD can not be shipped outside Europe!

Thanks to the cooperation between Yamaha and Steinberg most of 

the recent instruments and mixing desks from the Yamaha Music 

Production range have the DAW software Cubase AI included – for 

those who do not own a DAW software yet this is one good reason 

more to buy from Yamaha. Even more Cubase AI is a music produc-

tion tool with functions which were exclusive for high-end studios not 

very long time ago.

Even better: European customers buying a Yamaha Music Production 

instrument with included Cubase AI software are qualified to request 

a free English language tutorial CD from ASK Video containing 23 

videos on how to use Cubase AI4.

The CD is English language only and only available as long stocks 

last. So better be quick – request your CD by sending an e-mail 

containing the serial number of your Yamaha instrument and your 

name and address to:

musicproduction@yamaha.de

MOTIF XS users can order this CD in combination with the tutorial DVD „The World  

of MOTIF XS“.

Important note: This cD-ROM can not be shipped outside Europe!

CuBaSE aI tutorIal vIDEoS  
for rEgIStErED uSErS
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oPtIonal SounD SEtS for  
motIf-SErIES / S-SErIES / mo

„XTAsYn“

Up-to-date synth and drum sounds for dance, 
trance, pop, and electronic. Phat leads & 
synth comps, pads, FX. Special attack Wave-
forms for punchy sounds

„HYpnOTIc sTEpz“

For users having a penchant for step- 
sequencers and analogue synth sounds. Synth 
sounds, drums and sequences are impres-
sively combined

„FM XpAnDED – vOl. 1:  
ElEcTRIc pIAnO & clAvInET“

Sample-based FM sounds with very high dy-
namic and authenticity, which are heavily 
based on classic DX7 sounds, but also offer 
new and innovative creations

„pHAT AnAlOg“ 

Synthleads, pads & more! Timel-
ess Voice and sample library with a  
Minimoog emulation (Leadsynths) and JP-8 
sounds. The ultimate analogue extension!

„cHIll XpERIEncE“

Soundset for Chill Out, Lounge, Ambient, 
New Age, Electronic, and related genres.  
These sounds offer a high level of musical  
inspiration

„DRuM pERFORMER“

Lavishly produced ‘Real Drums’ for extremely 
realistic sound; dry, fat and punchy. Extreme 
range of sounds achieved by different recor-
ding techniques

„sTAgE & sTuDIO“

The ultimate top 40 and live set! Contains 
the most important standard instruments and 
synth sounds for live musicians. Outstanding 
performance and power

„DAncE XpAnDED“

Sounds for Dance, Trance, Electronic, Chill 
Out, Pop. The Voices include atmospheres, 
pads, leads, synth basses, chord synths, gated 
pads, and arpsounds

„sYnTH XTREME“

Offers a vast range of fat, analogue synth 
sounds of the highest quality. Suitable for 
Trance, Electronic, Techno, and many other 
genres of trendy pop music

„MAgIcAl pADs“

Provides warm, analogue pad sounds with 
huge atmosphere. Refined with sweeps, 
swells, synthbrasses, atmo-sounds, and mu-
sical sound effects

„MYsTIc spHEREs“

The ultimate Ambient + Electronic set. It con-
tains atmospheres, pads, sound effects, spacy 
synth leads, trance sounds, vocal pads, and 
analogue vintage sounds

„vOcODER DREAMz“ 

Combines vocoder Voices, vocal phrase kits, 
and drum loop kits. The vocal phrases and 
drum loops are controlled by User Arpeggios. 
Its speciality is the vocoder choirs

„ORgAn sEssIOn“

This set is an impressive emulation of the  
legendary Hammond B3. Smacky organ 
sounds with concise key click and controllable 
percussion. Perfect for Rock, Pop and Jazz

gEnERAl InFORMATIOn:

The above sound sets are available for the following devices:

•	 MOTIF XF, MOTIF XS, MOTIF ES, MOTIF-RACK XS,  
  MOTIF-RACK ES, S90 XS, S70 XS, S90 ES, MO6, MO8

•	 The sound sets ‘FM Xpanded’, Drum Performer and  
  ‘Vocoder Dreamz’ are available exclusively for MOTIF XS  
  and MOTIF XF

Each sound set contains 128 Voices. Depending on the device,  
additional content such as Performances, Samples, User Arpeg-
gios, and WAV Loops are included. Further details can be found on  
www.easysounds.de

Price per soundset= 35,- EUR

The soundsets are available from:

EASY SOUNDS – Peter Krischker

vertrieb@easysounds.de 

http://www.easysounds.de
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Yamaha  

muSIC ProDuCtIon guIDE

The official News Guide about the Yamaha Music Produc-

tion product series and Computer Music Instruments

Published by

EASY SOUNDS 

Peter Krischker 

Am Langberg 97 A 

D-21033 Hamburg 

Telephone: +49 40 - 738 62 23

in cooperation with

Yamaha Music Europe GmbH 

Siemensstraße 43 

D-25462 Rellingen 

Telephone: +49 41 01 - 30 30

e-mail: motifnews@easysounds.de

The free Music Production Guide is published monthly and 

contains news, tips & tricks, software offers, and interviews 

on and around Yamaha synthesizers of the MOTIF series,  

S series, MO series, MM series, Tenori-On, and articles 

about recording, software, and Computer Music Instru-

ments.

You can subscribe or unsubscribe to the free Music Produc-

tion Guide by sending an informal e-mail to: 

motifnews@easysounds.de

ImPrInt & furthEr lInkS

ImPortant wEBSItES  

for motIf uSErS

Official international Yamaha website for synthesizers 

including a comprehensive download section 

http://www.yamahasynth.com/

Official website of Yamaha Music Europe GmbH 

http://www.yamaha-europe.com

American MOTIF support website including message 

board + KEYFAX webshop + „XSpand Your World“ 

downloads 

http://www.motifator.com/

EASY SOUNDS website + webshop sounds and  

USB sticks for Yamaha synths 

http://www.easysounds.de

John Melas MOTIF Site 

Editor softwares for the MOTIF series 

http://www.jmelas.gr/motif/

muSIC ProDuCtIon guIDE 

hIStorY

You can download all already published english  

editions as one single ZIP file using this link to the EASY 

SOUNDS website: 

http://www.easysounds.eu/NewsGuides.zip

A full overview of the topics of all already published 

editions can be downloaded here: 

http://www.easysounds.eu/History.zip

Furthermore you can download a free  

MOTIF XS Quick Guide that is made of all single  

articles and workshops ever been published in the 

MOTIF News Guide:  

http://www.easysounds.eu/MotifXSGuide.zip
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